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Introduction – Valuation Ranges


Valuation estimates generally fall into a range of reasonableness. The specifics of the asset
appraised will determine the width of the range
 Early stage venture capital company may have a wide range of value
 An extremely stable, mature company may have a much narrower range of value



Range must also be assessed on both a $ and % basis
 A range of $950,000,000 to $1,000,000,000 would be viewed as smaller than a range of $20,000,000
to $50,000,000



At what point is a valuation opinion outside of the range of reason (i.e., it is unreasonable)?
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Introduction - Fair Value Hierarchy and Scope of Work


Scope of work associated with a review will reflect the complexity of the asset valuation.



ASC 820, Fair Value Measurement, prioritizes inputs used in fair value measurement and impacts
the level of disclosure, but not the valuation techniques (i.e., choose the best approach first, then
the highest priority inputs).
 Level I Assets
• Quoted prices in active markets for identical assets/liabilities
 Level II Assets
• Observable prices for similar assets/liabilities
• Prices for identical assets/liabilities in an inactive market
• Directly observable inputs for substantially full term of asset/liability
• Market inputs derived from or corroborated by observable market data
 Level III Assets
• Unobservable inputs based on the reporting entity’s own assumptions about the assumptions a
market participant will use
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What Constitutes a Review?


Scope of procedures for a review will influence the quality of the review opinion



Possible elements of review
 Confirm appropriateness of valuation with use

 Confirm methodologies
 Confirm assumptions
 Check math
 Confirm facts


The following slides provide USPAP guidance on performing appraisal reviews.
 Guidance is at a very high level – principles and not rules based

 Guidance is generic and not discipline or asset specific
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USPAP – Scope of Work Rule


For each appraisal and appraisal review assignment, an appraiser must:
 Identify the problem to be solved;
 Determine and perform the scope of work necessary to develop credible assignment results; and




Disclose the scope of work in the report.

An appraiser must properly identify the problem to be solved in order to determine the
appropriate scope of work. The appraiser must be prepared to demonstrate that the scope of
work is sufficient to produce credible assignment results.
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STANDARD 3: APPRAISAL REVIEW, DEVELOPMENT AND REPORTING


In developing an appraisal review assignment, an appraiser acting as a reviewer must identify
the problem to be solved, determine the scope of work necessary to solve the problem, and
correctly complete research and analyses necessary to produce a credible appraisal review. In
reporting the results of an appraisal review assignment, an appraiser acting as a reviewer must
communicate each analysis, opinion, and conclusion in a manner that is not misleading.



Standards Rule 3-1



In developing an appraisal review, the reviewer must:
 Be aware of, understand, and correctly employ those methods and techniques that are necessary to
produce a credible appraisal review;
 Not commit a substantial error of omission or commission that significantly affects an appraisal
review; and
 Not render appraisal review services in a careless or negligent manner, such as making a series of
errors that, although individually might not significantly affect the results of an appraisal review, in
the aggregate affects the credibility of those results.
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Standards Rule 3-2


(g) determine the scope of work necessary to produce credible assignment results in
accordance with the SCOPE OF WORK RULE.
 Comment: Reviewers have broad flexibility and significant responsibility in determining the
appropriate scope of work in an appraisal review assignment.
 Information that should have been considered by the original appraiser can be used by the reviewer
in developing an opinion as to the quality of the work under review.
 Information that was not available to the original appraiser in the normal course of business may also
be used by the reviewer; however, the reviewer must not use such information in the reviewer’s
development of an opinion as to the quality of the work under review.
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Standards Rule 3-3


In developing an appraisal review, a reviewer must apply the appraisal review methods and
techniques that are necessary for credible assignment results.
 When necessary for credible assignment results in the review of analyses, opinions, and conclusions,
the reviewer must:
• Develop an opinion as to whether the analyses are appropriate within the context of the
requirements applicable to that work;
• Develop an opinion as to whether the opinions and conclusions are credible within the context of
the requirements applicable to that work; and
• Develop the reasons for any disagreement.
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Standards Rule 3-4


Each written or oral Appraisal Review Report must be separate from the work under review and
must:
 Clearly and accurately set forth the appraisal review in a manner that will not be misleading;
 Contain sufficient information to enable the intended users of the appraisal review to understand
the report properly; and
 Clearly and accurately disclose all assumptions, extraordinary assumptions, and
hypothetical conditions used in the assignment.
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Different Levels of Assurance Service

Source: Guide to Financial Statement Services: Compilation, Review and Audit © 2015, AICPA.
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Review vs. Audit – Key Differences


Objective
 Review – To obtain limited assurance as a basis for reporting whether the CPA is aware of any
material modifications . . . primarily through the performance of inquiry and analytical procedures.
 Audit - To obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free of
material misstatement . . . in all material respects, . . .



Fraud risk – Not part of a review but part of an audit.



Verification and substantiation procedures – Not part of a review but part of an audit.

Source: Guide to Financial Statement Services: Compilation, Review and Audit © 2015, AICPA.
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Review vs. Audit - Review


The review service is one in which the CPA performs analytical procedures, inquiries and other
procedures to obtain “limited assurance” on the financial statements and is intended to provide
a user with a level of comfort on their accuracy. The review is the base level of CPA assurance
services.



A review is substantially narrower in scope than an audit. A review does not contemplate
obtaining an understanding of your business’s internal control; assessing fraud risk; testing
accounting records through inspection, observation, outside confirmation or the examination of
source documents or other procedures ordinarily performed in an audit.

Source: Guide to Financial Statement Services: Compilation, Review and Audit © 2015, AICPA.
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Review vs. Audit - Audit


The audit is the highest level of assurance service that a CPA performs and is intended to provide
a user comfort on the accuracy of the financial statements. The CPA performs procedures in
order to obtain “reasonable assurance” (defined as a high but not absolute level of assurance)
about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.



In an audit, your CPA is required to obtain an understanding of your business’s internal control
and assess fraud risk. Your CPA is also required to corroborate the amounts and disclosures
included in your financial statements by obtaining audit evidence through inquiry, physical
inspection, observation, third-party confirmations, examination, analytical procedures and other
procedures.



As the highest level of assurance, an audit typically is appropriate and often required when
you’re seeking complex or high levels of financing and credit. An audit also is appropriate if
you’re seeking outside investors or preparing to sell or merge with another business.

Source: Guide to Financial Statement Services: Compilation, Review and Audit © 2015, AICPA.
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Materiality


Auditors frequently use the concept of materiality in assessing various reported items included in
an audit.



The concept of overall materiality deals with the extent of changes to a financial report that
would influence/change the decision of a user of the financial report.
 The omission or misstatement of an item in a financial report if the magnitude of the item is such
that it is probable that the judgment of a reasonable person relying upon the report would have
been changed or influenced by the inclusion or correction of the item.
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Misstatements and Materiality
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Overall Materiality - Background on Stakeholders and Reasonable Person


Stakeholders for an audit include actual or prospective customers, suppliers, existing or potential
investors, lenders, partners, or other stakeholders.



A reasonable person is assumed to:
 Have an appropriate knowledge of business and economic activities and accounting and a
willingness to study the information in the financial statements with an appropriate diligence;
 Understand that financial statements are prepared and audited to levels of materiality;
 Recognize the uncertainties inherent in the measurement of amounts based on the use of estimates,
judgment, and the consideration of future events; and
 Make appropriate economic decisions on the basis of the information in the financial statements.



The determination of materiality, therefore, takes into account how users with such
characteristics could reasonably be expected to be influenced in making economic decisions.
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Business Risk
Definition:


A business risk is anything which may prevent the achievement of the client's business
objectives, including strategic, operational, financial and compliance objectives.
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Control Risk


Control risk is the risk that a material misstatement that could occur in an assertion will not be
prevented or detected on a timely basis by the entity's internal control. That risk is a function of
the effectiveness of the design and operation of internal control in achieving the entity's
objectives relevant to preparation of the entity's financial statements.
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Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB)


The Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) is a private-sector, nonprofit
corporation created by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 to oversee the audits of public companies
and other issuers in order to protect the interests of investors and further the public interest in
the preparation of informative, accurate and independent audit reports. The PCAOB also
oversees the audits of broker-dealers, including compliance reports filed pursuant to federal
securities laws, to promote investor protection. All PCAOB rules and standards must be approved
by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).



In creating the PCAOB, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act required that auditors of U.S. public companies be
subject to external and independent oversight for the first time in history. Previously, the
profession was self-regulated.



The PCAOB essentially “audits the auditors”.
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PCAOB - Selected Auditing Standards


PCAOB standards on auditing estimates, fair value measures, and using the work of specialists:
 AS 2501 (AU 342): Auditing Accounting Estimates
 AS 2502 (AU 328): Auditing Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures

 AS 2503 (AU 332): Auditing Derivative Instruments, Hedging Activities, and Investments in Securities
 AS 1210 (AU 336): Using the Work of a Specialist
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Auditing Fair Value Measurements - Relevant PCAOB Standards and Guidance


AS 2502 (AU 328), Auditing Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures
 Substantive testing of fair value measurements may involve:
• Testing management’s significant assumptions, the valuation model, and the underlying data

• Developing independent fair value estimates
• Reviewing subsequent events and transactions


AS 2502 (AU 328) and AS 2201 (AS No. 5) require the auditor to obtain an understanding of the
entity’s process and assumptions used to determine fair value, regardless of the approach used
to test the fair value estimate.
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Auditing Fair Value Measurements - Relevant PCAOB Standards and Guidance


Significant assumptions are generally:
 Sensitive to variation or uncertainty in amount or nature
 Susceptible to misapplication or bias



In testing management’s significant assumptions, the valuation model, and the underlying
data, the auditor should determine if:
 Assumptions are reasonable and reflect, or are not inconsistent with, market information (including
specialist’s assumptions)
 Fair value was determined using an appropriate model for the entity’s circumstances
 The data used to develop fair value measurements (including management’s data provided to
specialists) is accurate, complete, and relevant information that was reasonably available at the time
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Auditing Fair Value Measurements - Relevant PCAOB Standards and Guidance


PCAOB Staff Audit Practice Alert No. 2:
 Reminds auditors of their responsibilities for auditing fair value measurements of financial
instruments, which include:
• Obtaining an understanding of the company’s process for determining fair value measurements
and disclosures including relevant controls
• Evaluating whether management’s assumptions are reasonable and reflect, or are not
inconsistent with market information
• Evaluating whether the company’s method for determining fair value measurements is applied
consistently and if so, whether the consistency is appropriate considering possible changes in the
environment or circumstances affecting the company
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AS 2501 (AU 342), Auditing Accounting Estimates


Applies to all estimates, not just fair value estimates



Evaluate assumptions, focusing on those:
 Significant to the estimate

 Sensitive to variations
 Deviations from historical patterns
 Subjective and susceptible to bias


Auditor may use any of the three approaches for evaluating reasonableness of an estimate



When performing an integrated audit, the auditor should obtain an understanding of process and
test controls
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Auditing Accounting Estimates and Fair Value Measurements


Areas Where Additional Information Is Needed:
 Emphasizing professional skepticism
• The auditor's existing responsibility to consider relevant audit evidence, whether it corroborates
or contradicts management's assertions
 Addressing significant measurement uncertainty
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The Auditor's Use of the Work of Specialists
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Shadow Calculations


A shadow calculation (side calculation) can be used to confirm the reasonableness of a
management or third-party fair value estimate.



Statement of Accounting Standard 101, Auditing Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures,
allows the use of shadow calculations. See extract below:



Developing Independent Fair Value Estimates for Corroborative Purposes



40. The auditor may make an independent estimate of fair value (for example, by using an
auditor-developed model) to corroborate the entity's fair value measurement.6 When
developing an independent estimate using management's assumptions, the auditor evaluates
those assumptions as discussed in paragraphs 28 to 37. Instead of using management's
assumptions, the auditor may develop his or her own assumptions to make a comparison with
management's fair value measurements. In that situation, the auditor nevertheless understands
management's assumptions. The auditor uses that understanding to ensure that his or her
independent estimate takes into consideration all significant variables and to evaluate any
significant difference from management's estimate. The auditor also should test the data used to
develop the fair value measurements and disclosures as discussed in paragraph 39.
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Shadow Calculations – When to Use


Benefits associated with the use of shadow calculations include:
 Can reduce review time associated with the math check of complex models
 Allows ease of testing alternative assumptions and developing sensitivity analyses

 Decreases detection risk


Shadow calculations should be performed when:
 Disagree with methodology / assumption
 Complex analysis
 Quality of valuation provider is a concern
 Change in methodology / assumptions from a prior analysis (i.e. goodwill impairment testing)
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AU Section 326, Audit Evidence - Selected Extracts


"The auditor must obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence by performing audit procedures
to afford a reasonable basis for an opinion regarding the financial statements under audit.“



.02 Audit evidence is all the information used by the auditor in arriving at the conclusions on
which the audit opinion is based and includes the information contained in the accounting
records underlying the financial statements and other information. Auditors are not expected to
examine all information that may exist.



.04 Management is responsible for the preparation of the financial statements based on the
accounting records of the entity. The auditor should obtain audit evidence by testing the
accounting records, for example, through analysis and review, reperforming procedures followed
in the financial reporting process, and reconciling related types and applications of the same
information. Through the performance of such audit procedures, the auditor may determine that
the accounting records are internally consistent and agree to the financial statements. However,
because accounting records alone do not provide sufficient appropriate audit evidence on which
to base an audit opinion on the financial statements, the auditor should obtain other audit
evidence.
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Audit Evidence


Sufficient Appropriate Audit Evidence



.06 Sufficiency is the measure of the quantity of audit evidence. Appropriateness is the measure
of the quality of audit evidence, that is, its relevance and its reliability in providing support for, or
detecting misstatements in, the classes of transactions, account balances, and disclosures and
related assertions. The auditor should consider the sufficiency and appropriateness of audit
evidence to be obtained when assessing risks and designing further audit procedures. The
quantity of audit evidence needed is affected by the risk of misstatement (the greater the risk,
the more audit evidence is likely to be required) and also by the quality of such audit evidence
(the higher the quality, the less the audit evidence that may be required). Accordingly, the
sufficiency and appropriateness of audit evidence are interrelated. However, merely obtaining
more audit evidence may not compensate if it is of a lower quality.
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Audit Evidence


.12 The auditor may consider the relationship between the cost of obtaining audit evidence and
the usefulness of the information obtained. However, the matter of difficulty or expense
involved is not in itself a valid basis for omitting an audit procedure for which there is no
appropriate alternative.



.13 In forming the audit opinion, the auditor does not examine all the information available
(evidence) because conclusions ordinarily can be reached by using sampling approaches and
other means of selecting items for testing. Also, the auditor may find it necessary to rely on audit
evidence that is persuasive rather than conclusive; however, to obtain reasonable assurance,
the auditor must not be satisfied with audit evidence that is less than persuasive. The auditor
should use professional judgment and should exercise professional skepticism in evaluating the
quantity and quality of audit evidence, and thus its sufficiency and appropriateness, to support
the audit opinion.
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Inquiry


.31 Inquiry consists of seeking information of knowledgeable persons, both financial and
nonfinancial, inside or outside the entity. Inquiry is an audit procedure that is used extensively
throughout the audit and often is complementary to performing other audit procedures.
Inquiries may range from formal written inquiries to informal oral inquiries. Evaluating responses
to inquiries is an integral part of the inquiry process.



.32 Inquiry normally involves:
 Considering the knowledge, objectivity, experience, responsibility, and qualifications of the individual
to be questioned.
 Asking clear, concise, and relevant questions.
 Using open or closed questions appropriately.
 Listening actively and effectively.
 Considering the reactions and responses and asking follow-up questions.
 Evaluating the response.



.33 In some cases, the auditor should obtain replies to inquiries in the form of written
representations from management.
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Inquiry


.35 The auditor should perform audit procedures in addition to the use of inquiry to obtain
sufficient appropriate audit evidence. Inquiry alone ordinarily does not provide sufficient
appropriate audit evidence to detect a material misstatement at the relevant assertion level.
Moreover, inquiry alone is not sufficient to test the operating effectiveness of controls.



.36 Although corroboration of evidence obtained through inquiry is often of particular
importance, in the case of inquiries about management's intent, the information available to
support management's intent may be limited. In these cases, understanding management's past
history of carrying out its stated intentions with respect to assets or liabilities, management's
stated reasons for choosing a particular course of action, and management's ability to pursue a
specific course of action may provide relevant information about management's intent.
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Confirmation


.37 Confirmation, which is a specific type of inquiry, is the process of obtaining a representation
of information or of an existing condition directly from a third party. For example, the auditor
may seek direct confirmation of receivables by communication with debtors. Confirmations are
frequently used in relation to account balances and their components but need not be restricted
to these items. A confirmation request can be designed to ask if any modifications have been
made to the agreement, and if so, what the relevant details are. For example, the auditor may
request confirmation of the terms of agreements or transactions an entity has with third parties.
Confirmations also are used to obtain audit evidence about the absence of certain conditions, for
example, the absence of an undisclosed agreement that may influence revenue recognition. See
section 330, The Confirmation Process, for further guidance on confirmations.
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Recalculation


.38 Recalculation consists of checking the mathematical accuracy of documents or records.
Recalculation can be performed through the use of information technology, for example, by
obtaining an electronic file from the entity and using CAATs to check the accuracy of the
summarization of the file.
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Conclusion


Much guidance on reviewing (and performing) appraisals is standards based



Recent release of Mandatory Performance Framework is an exception. Although intended to
provide guidance for minimum procedures to perform to develop a valuation estimate, the MPF
can be helpful in performing reviews
 Key extracts from the MPF are included in the Appendix
 MPF and Application of MPF documents are available at ceiv-credential.org



Auditors have extensive experience assessing financial information prepared by others. Audit
guidance provides helpful insights to enhance the appraisal review process
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Questions

Globalview Advisors LLC
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Contents


Mandatory Performance Framework



Application of the Mandatory Performance Framework
 Report requirements

 Performance requirements
 Documentation requirements
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Mandatory Performance
Framework
Globalview Advisors LLC

Mandatory Performance Framework (“MPF”)—Introduction


Competition between appraisers to obtain valuation projects and the compliance nature of fair
value estimates can lead to significant price competition in order to obtain valuation
assignments. Price competition and low project fees can increase the risk that appraisers may
not perform adequate valuation due diligence in completing projects.



USPAP provides high level standards on the sufficiency of procedures required to complete an
appraisal.



To help appraisers perform and report certain financial reporting projects with an adequate
degree of effort, two Mandatory Performance Framework documents provide guidance on
developing valuations for financial reporting purposes.
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MPF Introduction—USPAP Standard 9, Business Appraisal, Development


STANDARD 9: BUSINESS APPRAISAL, DEVELOPMENT
 In developing an appraisal of an interest in a business enterprise or intangible asset, an appraiser
must identify the problem to be solved, determine the scope of work necessary to solve the
problem, and correctly complete the research and analyses necessary to produce a credible
appraisal.



Standards Rule 9-1
 (a) be aware of, understand, and correctly employ those recognized approaches, methods and
procedures that are necessary to produce a credible appraisal;
 (b) not commit a substantial error of omission or commission that significantly affects an appraisal;
and
 (c) not render appraisal services in a careless or negligent manner, such as by making a series of
errors that, although individually might not significantly affect the results of an appraisal, in the
aggregate affect the credibility of those results.
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Mandatory Performance Framework—Overview


Given the high level guidance provided in USPAP Standard 9, two documents related to the Fair
Value Quality Initiative provide more specificity on valuation efforts that are required. These
include:
 Mandatory Performance Framework for the Certified in Entity and Intangible Valuations (“CEIV”)
Credential
 Application of the Mandatory Performance Framework for the Certified in Entity and Intangible
Valuations (“CEIV”) Credential



Subsequent slides include key information associated with the MPF documents. For technical
guidance, our primary focus is on areas where there is less guidance in the valuation literature.



For each technical valuation topic included in the Application of the MPF document, we present a
listing of the documentation requirements. For some of these topics, we also include a brief
discussion of the Mandatory Performance Requirements.
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Mandatory Performance Framework for
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Mandatory Performance Framework—Elements


Elements of the MPF document include:
 Preamble
 Valuation Engagement Guidance

 Mandatory Performance Framework Glossary
 Authoritative and Technical Guidance


A separate document addresses the Application of the MPF. Key elements include:
 Executive Summary
 General Valuation Guidance
 Business Valuation Guidance

 Valuation of Intangible Assets, Certain Liabilities and Inventory Guidance
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MPF Preamble—Purpose of MPF


The Mandatory Performance Framework is a document for valuation professionals that provides
guidance on how much support, in terms of scope of work and documentation, should be
prepared or obtained when designing, implementing, and conducting valuations of businesses,
business interests, intangible assets, certain liabilities, and inventory used for management
assertions made in financial statements issued for financial reporting purposes.
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MPF Preamble—Scope of the Mandatory Performance Framework


1.2 Financial statements issued for financial reporting purposes includes, but is not limited to,
financial reports issued by:
 1.2.1 entities required to submit registration statements or filings to the SEC
 1.2.2 privately held entities that prepare and issue financial statements in accordance with United
States generally accepted accounting principles (U.S. GAAP)
 1.2.3 any other engagement where the individual is performing services as a valuation profession



1.3 The primary goal of the MPF is to provide valuation professionals with parameters of how
much work should be performed and how to effectively and efficiently identify valuation
documentation requirements in order to meet the changing needs of clients and other potential
stakeholders, mitigate engagement risk, and support and document sound decision making. This
Framework is a set of interrelated and interacting elements that valuation professionals can use
in conjunction with the relevant valuation standards and technical guidance to promote quality,
consistency, and auditability. The MPF is not intended to address valuation theory or to be a
“how to” regarding valuation steps.
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MPF Preamble—Written Documentation


1.4 Written documentation within the engagement file that supports a final conclusion of value
(referenced in the MPF as ‘work papers’), and the final valuation report will be referenced
collectively as the WORK FILE unless otherwise specified.
 1.4.1 The framework requires that the valuation professional provide within the work file sufficient
documentation to support a conclusion of value such that an experienced professional not involved
in the valuation engagement could review and understand the significant inputs, analyses, and
outputs and how they support the final conclusion of value.
 1.4.2 The valuation professional should include sufficient documentation to support a conclusion of
value as identified in MPF section 1.4.1 within the final valuation report.
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Applicable to Valuation Professionals that Develop Public Interest Fair Value Estimates


1.5 Credential holders who perform VALUATION SERVICES for their clients, employers, or as
part of another engagement, are required to adhere to the MPF for financial reporting
purposes.



Important: CEIV credential holders who are employees of an entity that is required to prepare
financial statements issued for financial reporting purposes (subsequently referenced as a
reporting entity), and who are responsible for preparing conclusions of fair value that provide
support for information included in the financial statements and accompanying footnotes, are
required to comply with this framework. However, for such situations, certain administrative
matters such as formal letters of engagement (LoE) are excluded, and the communication of
value conclusions may not include a formal valuation report.



If a CEIV credential holder who is an employee of a reporting entity concludes that a section (or
sections) of the framework is (or are) not applicable because of his or her employment at the
reporting entity, the valuation professional may elect not to comply with the identified sections
of the framework. The valuation professional must, however, document in the work file which
sections of the framework were not complied with and the rationale for the noncompliance.
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MPF Valuation Engagement
Guidance
Globalview Advisors LLC

Documentation Requirements for Fair Value Engagements


2.3 The valuation professional must conduct and document each engagement or part of an
engagement to estimate fair value of a subject interest to assist in management’s preparation of
financial statements for financial reporting purposes in accordance with the applicable guidance
within this framework.



Composition of Valuation Documentation



2.4 Documentation is the written record within the final valuation report, supporting working
papers, or both, used to support a valuation conclusion used by management in their assertions
of fair value and their preparation of financial statements issued for financial reporting purposes.



2.5 Appropriate documentation provides evidence that the valuation engagement was
completed in accordance with this framework.



2.6 Written documentation may include paper, electronic files, or other forms of recorded media.
Examples include, but are not limited to, letters of engagement, correspondence with clients (for
example, email, recordings of calls, voice messages), client-provided documents, representation
letters, field notes, electronic spreadsheets, and internally prepared memoranda to the work file.
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Documentation Requirements for Fair Value Engagements (cont’d)


2.7 Documentation comprises two key components:
 2.7.1 SOURCE DOCUMENTS including, but not limited to, data and information (including interview
notes) collected from both company sources and external third-party data accumulation resources
relating to the company, its financial position, its competitors, the industry it competes in, its
customers and suppliers, the state of the economy, financial markets, and risk factors.
 2.7.2 ANALYSIS DOCUMENTS including, but not limited to, exhibits, schedules, and work-papers that
numerically set forth the analysis that was performed, and memos to file or other narratives, that
document and explain the valuation professional’s reasoning behind such matters as the: selection
of methods, selection of inputs used in applying methods, and judgments made regarding valuation
assumptions.
 Source documents that are relevant to the analysis but indicate contrary evidence to the conclusion
of value should also be retained in the work file along with the valuation professional’s explanation
of how this information was considered.
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Documentation Requirements for Fair Value Engagements (cont’d)


2.9 Analysis documents generally fall into two sub-categories:
 2.9.1 Computational analysis (for example, spreadsheets, database use). To the extent that this type
of analysis provides evidential support (or contradictory indications) to an input, process, or output,
they are required to be included in the work file (that is, supporting work papers, final valuation
report). This analysis demonstrates “what” the valuation professional did and how they did it.
 2.9.2 Narrative based documents. These documents complement the computational analyses by
providing commentary on “why” the valuation professional elected certain methods, inputs, and
judgments within the work-product. For example, narrative based documents could be included in
(not a complete list):
• The narrative of the report
• The analysis documents (for example, footnotes, narrative fields)

• Memoranda to the work-file.
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Extent of Documentation Requirements


2.10 The valuation professional must support the conclusion of value with sufficient detail to provide a
clear and well organized link from the data and information gathered to the final conclusion of value
presented in the final valuation report. An experienced professional (for example, audit professional,
client, and valuation professional) reviewing the final valuation report who has no involvement with the
engagement must be able to:



2.10.1 Understand the purpose, nature, extent, and results of the valuation procedures performed.



2.10.2 Understand all approaches and methods used in the valuation analysis, and if applicable,
understand why commonly used approaches and methods were not used in the valuation analysis.



2.10.3 Understand the inputs, judgments, and assumptions made, and the rationale for their use.



2.10.4 Determine who performed the work and their qualifications (for example, valuation professional,
subcontractor, management).



2.10.5 Identify the intended users of the valuation report .



2.10.6 Identify the sources and supporting data for the inputs, judgments, and assumptions made.



2.10.7 Identify the measurement date.
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Professional Skepticism


2.16 Professional skepticism is an attitude that includes a questioning mind and critical
assessment of valuation evidence. The valuation professional uses the knowledge, skill, and
ability called for by the valuation profession to diligently perform, in good faith and with
integrity, the gathering and objective evaluation of evidence.



Every valuation professional must exercise professional skepticism during each engagement
where the valuation professional is providing a conclusion of value that will be used to support
management’s assertions in financial statements issued for financial reporting purposes
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Professional Skepticism (cont’d)


2.17 Professional skepticism requires that the valuation professional have an attitude that
emphasizes the following:



2.17.1 Emphasizes EVIDENTIAL SKEPTICISM. Valuation professionals must exercise due
professional care by regularly questioning and critiquing all information and data with the
appropriate level of skepticism. The level of skepticism should be based on the potential for bias
within the information and data (for example, multiple sources of external corroboration versus a
management-generated estimate with no external corroborating support).



Important: When evaluating management-generated and management-provided information,
the valuation professional must consider the experience of management and the sufficiency of
the documentation and analyses provided by management throughout the valuation
engagement. The valuation professional should not presume management is biased; however,
the valuation professional should not accept and rely on less-than-persuasive evidence
because the valuation professional believes management is unbiased. This requirement
extends to third-party specialists retained by management and their competence and the
sufficiency of their work product.
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Professional Skepticism (cont’d)


2.17.2 Emphasizes SELF-SKEPTICISM. The valuation professional must regularly monitor his or
her own client-based presuppositions that can detract from evidencing skepticism because of
comfort level or familiarity with the client, industry or both.



2.18 Each valuation professional must implement a degree of professional skepticism with the
expectation that the conclusions reached in the report will be subjected to review (for example,
the client, external auditors, regulators).
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Valuation Reports


2.20 In general, valuation engagements include analyses that are either a) complete, or b) limited as it
relates to the extent of research and analysis included in the valuation report. As a result, valuation
reports can be very detailed or quite brief.



A complete valuation analysis results in a conclusion of value by the valuation professional after having
considered all relevant factors. The valuation professional uses professional judgment to determine which
valuation approaches, methods, and what amount of documentation are appropriate based on the facts
and circumstances of each engagement.



Engagements performed for financial reporting purposes must include a complete valuation analysis that
conforms to the framework requirements, but the report type can vary according to the requirements of
the engagement.



2.20.1 For each engagement, valuation professionals must prepare either a comprehensive valuation
report or an abbreviated valuation report. Valuation professionals must prepare a valuation report that is
sufficiently detailed to serve as a basis for management’s financial statement assertions in financial
reporting, with the understanding that the sufficiency of the conclusions reached in the report may be
subject to regulatory scrutiny and subject to audit procedures in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards within the context of an overall audit of the entity’s financial statements.
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Valuation Reports (cont’d)


2.20.2 In order to enhance auditability, the valuation professional must prepare the work file in
alignment with the framework to ensure sufficient detail exists to support the conclusion of value.
Therefore, the valuation professional must determine, based on the facts and circumstances of the
engagement to estimate fair value, whether to prepare:



A comprehensive valuation report that provides sufficient information for the intended users of the report
to identify the data, analyses and rationale used by the valuation professional in order to arrive at a
conclusion of value as prescribed in MPF section 2.27; or



An abbreviated valuation report that condenses the requirements of a comprehensive valuation report
based on criteria agreed upon by the client and the valuation professional. Although an abbreviated
valuation report may not contain sufficient details for the intended users or expected recipients to
understand all of the data, analyses, assumptions, models, and rationales used to support the conclusion
of value, valuation professionals must conduct a complete valuation analysis



Regardless of the type of valuation report that will be issued, the valuation professional must include the
analysis and accompanying explanatory narrative for all internally prepared analyses, findings and
conclusions within the work file. This documentation may take the form of internally prepared
memoranda or a narrative that will be used to develop the valuation report.
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Valuation Reports (cont’d)


Important: If a valuation professional accepts a client engagement that will result in a limited
analysis or calculation engagement, the LoE and final valuation report (this includes any work
product intended for client use) must prominently state that the analyses and final valuation
report do not meet the requirements of the MPF and the Application of the MPF and
specifically identify the scope of the engagement. This includes identifying which sections of
the MPF and Application of the MPF have not been complied with. In these circumstances,
valuation professionals must use the criteria presented in MPF sections 2.27.11 and 2.27.12 (and
2.27.13 when applicable) for purposes of disclosures within the final valuation report.



2.20.3 If the valuation professional has reason to believe the results of a limited analysis or
calculation engagement will be inappropriate for management’s intended use of the analyses
and report, the valuation professional must decline the engagement.
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Engagement Letters


2.21 When valuation professionals are engaged by an entity, firm, or individual other than their
employer (that is, for engagements other than internal engagements), they must obtain a signed
LoE for every engagement that results in the valuation professional providing a conclusion of
value. The LoE establishes the nature, timing, and scope of the agreed-upon valuation
assignment. The facts and circumstances of each valuation engagement will dictate the content
of the LoE. An executed LoE between the valuation professional and the client must contain the
following components (to the extent they are applicable):
 Identification of the client
 Type of Report
 Scope of Work
 Client responsibility
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Engagement Letters (cont’d)
 Identification of the intended use of the report
 Identification of the intended users and expected recipients
 Measurement date

 Standard of value
 Premise of value
 Description and listing of items to be valued
 Fee, timing and deliverable
 Assumptions, extraordinary or hypothetical assumptions or limiting conditions
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Content of Final Valuation Report


2.24 The final valuation report represents the planning, execution, and conclusion of the valuation
professional’s services for a client. For purposes of the MPF, valuation professionals must prepare their
work file, which includes the final valuation report, in accordance with the guidance provided in this
section for all engagements to estimate fair value used to support management assertions made in
financial statements issued for financial reporting purposes.



2.27 In order for a comprehensive valuation report to be prepared in accordance with this Framework,
the valuation professional must, at a minimum, include the following components, where relevant, within
the final valuation report.
 Client identification
 Purpose and intended use of the valuation report
 Intended users of the valuation report
 Measurement Date

 Valuation Report Date
 Subsequent Events (if applicable and appropriate)
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Content of Final Valuation Report (cont’d)
 Identification of the subject interest
 Sources of information
 Client prepared information

• Apply professional skepticism and judgment to assess the relevance and reliability and the extent
to which to rely on the information in the assessment of fair value. Describe the information
relied on and the rationale for the reliance.
 Valuation approaches and methods
 Limitations on Scope of Research and Analysis
 Disclosure of limitations
 Disclosure of scope changes

 Non-assured financial information
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Content of Final Valuation Report (cont’d)
 Financial information adjustments
 Significant assumptions and estimates
 Subcontractors with subject interest expertise retained by valuation professional (when valuation
professional is not competent to complete a portion of the project)
 Third-party specialist retained by client
 Reliance on conclusions of third-party specialist retained by client
 Conclusion of value
 Valuation report representation and signature
 Valuation report representation or certification
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MPF Performance Framework Glossary—Key Terms


PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS—Standards that encourage professional behavior. Examples are
codes of ethics, codes of conduct that encourage acting competently, independently, objectively,
transparently. These can also be considered standards that define the qualities of a professional:
ethical, independent, objective, having requisite skills, educated, experienced, tested, trained,
and credentialed or licensed. Professional standards focus on characteristics of the individual
professional and the conduct of their behavior.



TECHNICAL STANDARDS—Standards that address the “how to” of work that must be done to
prepare a professional work product. These standards address the technical “correctness” of the
work product by considering appropriate input factors, application of methods and techniques,
and reporting guidelines. Both mandatory standards and voluntary guidance have been
developed around technical issues in valuation in general and, to a lesser extent, around fair
value measurement.
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MPF Performance Framework Glossary—Key Terms (cont’d)


Abbreviated Valuation Report—Compared to a comprehensive valuation report, an abbreviated
report condenses the requirements of a comprehensive valuation report based on criteria agreed
upon by the client and the valuation professional. The final valuation report might not contain
sufficient details for the intended users or expected recipients to understand the data, analysis,
and rationale for the value conclusions (for example, an abbreviated valuation report includes
fewer details within the report in order to comply with a client’s request or focus the reader’s
attention toward specific content). Although the content of the report may be less detailed than
a comprehensive valuation report, valuation professionals must conduct a complete valuation
analysis that applies their own analyses and reasoning. Furthermore, valuation professionals
must prepare the work file in alignment with the framework to ensure sufficient detail exists to
support the conclusion of value.
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MPF Performance Framework Glossary—Key Terms (cont’d)


Analysis Documents—These generally comprise two types of documents:



1. Computational analysis. These analyses may include spreadsheets, database analyses, for
example. This documentation and analysis demonstrates “what” the valuation professional did.



2. Narrative based documents. Examples of this type of analysis may include narratives within
the report, footnotes, and memoranda to the work-file. This documentation and analysis
demonstrates “why” the valuation professional elected certain methods, inputs, and/or
judgments within the actual analyses.



Calculation Engagement. This type of engagement requires the valuation professional to adhere
to the instructions of the client and requires reduced professional judgment to calculate the
value of the subject interest.
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MPF Performance Framework Glossary—Key Terms (cont’d)


CEIV Credential Holder—A valuation professional who conducts valuation services for financial
reporting purposes and is in good standing with the educational, training, quality control, and
ethical requirements of the VPO that issued the credential.



Complete valuation analysis—This results in a conclusion of value by the valuation professional
after having considered all relevant factors to determine the appropriate scope of work for the
purpose or intended use of the valuation engagement. The valuation professional uses
professional judgment to consider and apply as appropriate the valuation approaches and
methods deemed appropriate for the facts and circumstances.
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MPF Performance Framework Glossary—Key Terms (cont’d)


Comprehensive Valuation Report—The various VPOs use different names for valuation reports.
Within the context of the Framework, a comprehensive valuation report is one that contains
sufficient content for the intended user or expected recipient to gain a complete understanding
of the engagement’s purpose and the valuation professional’s analysis, reasoning, and support
for the conclusions presented. It is still possible, however, that additional supporting information
will be contained in the supporting work papers.



Evidential Skepticism—Evidential skepticism requires valuation professionals to continuously
question and critique information and data provided by management for bias or misstatement,
or both, taking into consideration the experience of management and the sufficiency of the
documentation and analyses provided by management throughout the valuation engagement.
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MPF Performance Framework Glossary – Key Terms (cont’d)


Financial Reporting Purposes—Within the context of this Framework, ‘Financial Reporting
Purposes’ encompasses all audited financial statements that include fair value measurement
disclosures for businesses, business interests, intangible assets, certain liabilities, and inventory.



Mandatory Performance Framework (Framework)—A set of interrelated and interacting
elements that valuation professionals must use to establish quality objectives and establish best
practices that are needed to ensure the Framework is followed and its objectives are achieved.
The Framework delineates requirements that govern the scope of work and extent of
documentation.



Professional Judgment—Within the context of this Framework, the process of making informed
and reasonable decisions that are based on the cumulative experiences of the valuation
professional. A skill that evolves over time and results in decisions that reflect best practices of
the valuation profession.
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MPF Performance Framework Glossary—Key Terms (cont’d)


Self-Skepticism—Self-skepticism is awareness and monitoring of one’s own client-based
presuppositions that can detract from evidencing skepticism because of comfort level or
familiarity with the client, industry or both.



Source Documents—include, but not limited to, data and information (including interview notes)
collected from both company sources and external third-party data accumulation resources
relating to the company, its financial position, its competitors, the industry it competes in, its
customers and suppliers, the state of the economy, financial markets, risk factors, and so forth.
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MPF Performance Framework Glossary—Key Terms (cont’d)


Valuation Professional—Within the context of this document, an individual who conducts
valuation services for financial reporting purposes



Work File—Written documentation within the engagement file that supports a final conclusion
of value (note: this includes information that is relevant to the analysis and indicates contrary
evidence to the conclusion of value and the valuation professional’s explanation of how this
information was considered). This includes working papers (documentation not included in the
final valuation report but that is retained by the valuation professional that supports the final
valuation report) and the final valuation report. Within the context of this framework, this
documentation is collectively referred to as the work file. Written documentation may include
paper, electronic files, or other forms of recorded media.
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Application of Mandatory Performance
Framework for Fair Value Quality Initiative
Globalview Advisors LLC

Application of MPF—General Outline of Topic Discussion


The outline used for each topic in the MPF application document includes:
 Topic overview
 Documentation requirements



In many cases, the topic overviews are relatively straightforward. As a result, they are not
presented in this course. In a few instances, we include a summary discussion of the topic
overview where students may benefit from a clarification of the topic to be presented.



Given the importance of the documentation requirements, these requirements are presented for
each topic.
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MPF General Valuation Guidance

Globalview Advisors LLC

Selection of Valuation Approaches and Methods: Topic Overview


A1.3.2 In determining the appropriate valuation method(s), the valuation professional should
consider, among other things, valuation guidance, the history and nature of the subject
interest, academic research, peer group company disclosures, and approaches utilized for
similar business entities, assets, or liabilities.



A1.3.3 For many valuation engagements, valuation professionals will rely on multiple valuation
approaches and methods to estimate a fair value. For example, in a business valuation of a
sufficiently-profitable operating company, it is common for one form of the income approach
(such as discounted cash flow method) and two methods of the market approach (guideline
public company method and guideline company transaction method) to be completed. If
developed correctly and with good information, the results from each approach or method
should provide indications of fair value that are reasonably consistent with each other. If the
results are not reasonably consistent, further analysis is generally required to evaluate the factor
or factors causing the inconsistencies (for example, one method may be more appropriate than
another method based on the facts and circumstances).
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Selection of Valuation Approaches and Methods: Documentation Requirements


A1.3.4 The valuation professional, at a minimum, must document in writing within the work file,
if applicable:
 Where applicable, the process and rationale for selecting the valuation method(s) or excluding
potentially relevant valuation methods to estimate the fair value of the subject interest.
 The process and rationale for selected weighting (or emphasis on) each approach and/or method in
reconciling various indications of value to reach the final conclusion of value (if more than one
approach/method is used).
 A reconciliation of the results should include among other things:
• A supporting narrative about the applied methods and their applicability and usefulness to the
valuation assignment; the reliability of the underlying data used in their preparation; and an
explanation of inputs and assumptions
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Selection of Valuation Approaches and Methods: Documentation Requirements (cont’d)
• An assessment of the reliability of the results obtained and whether any of the results used to
reach a conclusion of value are deemed more or less probative of fair value based on
information gathered throughout the engagement (note: the extent of documentation should be
commensurate with the level of judgment and qualitative analysis involved in supporting the
positive assertion).
• A clear explanation discussing any apparent inconsistencies in the analysis relative to external or
internal documentation and/or data (for example, contrary evidence). This may then take the form
of arithmetic/mathematical calculations when using quantitative weighting.
 An explanation, based on the results of items a-c, that identifies whether the conclusion of value is
based on the results of one valuation approach and method, or based on the results of multiple
approaches and methods.
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Prospective Financial Information (PFI)—Introduction


A1.4.1 The valuation professional is responsible for evaluating whether the prospective financial
information (PFI) provided by management is representative of expected value and properly
supported. In circumstances in which the PFI is not representative of expected value, properly
supported, or both, the valuation professional must determine the most appropriate way to align
PFI and expected value. The valuation professional may elect to (Note: not an all-inclusive list):
 request management to revise its PFI,
 adjust assumptions in PFI
 use either another present value method (for example, discount rate adjustment technique (DRAT),
expected present value technique method 1 or 2 (EPVT1 or EPVT2, respectively)), or
 use an entirely different approach from the income approach
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Prospective Financial Information (PFI)—Introduction (cont’d)


A1.4.2 Prospective financial information (PFI) is a broad term that encapsulates several types
of forward-looking financial information. PFI is any financial information about the future. The
information may be presented as complete financial statements or limited to one or more
elements, items, or accounts. Common categories include, but are not limited to, break-even
analyses, feasibility studies, forecasts, or projections. This type of information is commonly
prepared for external financing, budgetary purposes, or calculating the expected return on
investments. Furthermore, how the PFI is expected to be used will usually dictate the type of PFI
prepared.
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Prospective Financial Information (PFI)—Introduction (cont’d)


A1.4.3 Since PFI represents future expectations, it is, by its very nature, imprecise. Therefore,
the assumptions used in preparation of the PFI must be reasonable and supportable. In order for
the valuation professional to determine if a PFI for an underlying asset of the subject entity is
reasonable he or she must compare it to the expected cash flows of the subject interest or
entity (for example, expected cash flows might be determined by using a probability-weighted
scenarios of possible outcomes). In order to achieve this, the valuation professional must
incorporate the most reliable objective information available.



A1.4.4 Valuation professionals should understand and document how the PFI was developed by
management. Management may prepare PFI using a “top-down” method or a “bottoms-up”
method or some combination of the two.
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Prospective Financial Information (PFI)—Introduction (cont’d)


A1.4.5 Valuation professionals should be aware of the purpose for which PFI is prepared. In
addition, valuation professionals should understand whether the PFI was prepared using market
participant assumptions. Valuation professionals should strive for objective, reasonable, and
supportable PFI relevant for use in the valuation process with the understanding that
management bias may exist and, if present, should be properly adjusted to expected cash flows
(reflecting market participant’s assumptions) in the analysis.
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PFI Procedures to Assess


A1.4.7 Part of the valuation professional’s responsibility is to evaluate the PFI provided by
management for reasonableness in general, as well as in specific areas. Factors and common
procedures to consider when performing this assessment may include, but are not limited to:
 Comparison of PFI to expected cash flows
 Frequency of preparation
 Comparison of prior forecasts with actual results
 Mathematical and logic check
 Comparison of entity PFI to historical trends
 Comparison to industry expectations
 Check for internal consistency
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PFI Documentation Requirements


A1.4.8 The valuation professional, at a minimum, must document in writing within the work file,
if applicable:
 The identification of the party or parties responsible for preparation of the PFI.
 The process used to develop the PFI from the perspective of a market participant.
 The explanation of key underlying assumptions utilized in the PFI such as revenue forecasts,
percentage of market share captured by the entity or how the projected profit margins compare to
those of other market participants.
 The steps used in, and results of, testing the PFI for reasonableness including, but not limited to: a) a
comparison of the PFI to expected cash flows, b) a comparison of the PFI to historical performance, c)
a comparison and evaluation of prior year’s PFI against actual historical results (when prior PFIs are
available), d) an analysis of the forecast relative to economic and industry expectations.
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PFI Documentation Requirements (cont’d)
 An analysis of any evidence that contradicts management’s assumptions or conclusions used in their
PFI.
 The rationale for any adjustments made to management’s PFI.
 Evidence that a mathematical and logic check was performed.
 The components of the prospective balance sheet and cash flow statements, if available.
 The market participant capital structure, if applicable.
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Mandatory Performance Framework:
Business Valuation Subject Matter Guidance
Globalview Advisors LLC

MPF BV Guidance—Business Valuation Subject Matter Guidance


Sections included in the MPF for Business Valuation Subject Matter Guidance include:
 Discount Rate Derivation
 Growth Rates

 Terminal Value Multiple Methods/Models
 Selection of, and Adjustments to, Valuation Multiples
 Selection of Guideline Public Companies or Comparable Company Transactions
 Discounts and Premiums



Documentation requirements in each of these areas are presented in the following slides
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Discount Rate Derivation: Documentation Requirements


A2.2.2 The valuation professional, at a minimum, must document in writing within the work file,
if applicable:



Cost of Equity
 The rationale for the selection of a discount rate model or models.
 The source of the risk free rate used (when applicable) in the calculation and explain the rationale for
its selection.
 The source or calculation of the equity risk premium (when applicable) and rationale for its use.
 An explanation of the calculation of beta of the guideline public companies (or other industry risk
adjustments) and the rationale for the method used (or rationale for the use of another source of
beta) when using CAPM.
 The rationale for selecting the specific beta when using CAPM, including ‘adjusted betas’.

 The amount of size premium, the source of the premium data (if applicable), and the rationale for
selecting the concluded premium (even if that premium is zero) when applicable.
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Discount Rate Derivation—Documentation Requirements (cont’d)
 The amount of company-specific risk adjustment, if any, the rationale for application of the
adjustment, and the objective and quantitative data sets used to develop the specific concluded
adjustment. Qualitative factors may be considered in determining whether a company-specific risk
adjustment should be applied; however, quantitative support must also be provided to support the
amount of the adjustment (note: this type of support should not include the valuation professional’s
judgment or the level of company-specific risk premiums observed in other valuations).
 The amount of country-specific risk adjustment (if applicable), the source of the adjustment data (if
applicable), and the rationale for selecting the concluded adjustment (even if that adjustment is
zero).
 Other significant assumptions should be clearly explained and documented as well as other inputs
that may apply depending on the models chosen by the valuation professional.
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Discount Rate Derivation—Documentation Requirements (cont’d)


Cost of Debt
 The source(s) of data used and the rationale for use of the source(s) (for example, spot market YTM
on bonds with a debt rating commensurate with the credit-worthiness of the subject entity).
 The rationale to support the selection of the pretax cost of debt and any additional source
documents
 The rationale for the statutory tax rate used to adjust the pretax rate to an after tax rate.



Capital Structure
 The capital structures of the guideline public companies, industry sector, or subject company and
rationale for selection of the time frame over which they are measured, as applicable.
 The market participant capital structure selected in the calculation of the WACC and rationale for its
selection.
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Discount Rate Derivation—Documentation Requirements (cont’d)
 When other discount rate models are used instead of CAPM or WACC, the valuation professional
must provide within the work file details on:
• the model specification,
• inputs chosen and the sources of those inputs,
• sub-methodological selections made, and
• why, if applicable, any adjustments were made to the model results
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Growth Rates—Documentation Requirements


A2.3.2 The valuation professional, at a minimum, must document in writing within the work file,
if applicable:
 The rationale, support, and reasonableness assessment for the selected growth rate(s) used in the
analysis.
 The rationale for all inputs that comprise the terminal or long-term GR.
 When estimating the value of an entity, the rationale for selection of the terminal period when cash
flows are capitalized into perpetuity. For example, if company management provides a five-year
forecast, the valuation professional should not assume the period after the forecasted period should
be the point where cash flows are capitalized into perpetuity without performing additional analysis.
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Growth Rates—Documentation Requirements (cont’d)
 When estimating the value of an entity, the rationale for selection of the GR to be used for
capitalization of cash flows into perpetuity. For example, if company management provides a five-year
forecast, the valuation professional should not assume the terminal-period GR is appropriate after
the forecasted period for capitalizing cash flow into perpetuity without performing additional
analysis.
 Rationale for the use of other models (for example, the H-model, also referred to as the “fading
growth” model) when growth at the end of the projection period is not expected to be sustainable.
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Terminal Value Multiple Methods/Model—Documentation Requirements


A2.4.2 The valuation professional, at a minimum, must document in writing within the work file,
if applicable:
 The rationale for selecting the appropriate terminal exit multiple(s) or model(s).
 The rationale and support for each key assumption used in the terminal method or model such as, as
applicable:
• the discount rate
• terminal or perpetual growth rate
• second-stage or high-growth growth rate for the H-Model and two-stage model
• high growth stage duration/life for the H-Model and two-stage model
• return on invested capital (ROIC)
• terminal market multiple (exit multiple)
 If more than one terminal method or model is utilized, the rationale for the selected weighting
assigned to each terminal method/model and to reconcile the various indications of terminal values.
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Selection of, and Adjustments to, Valuation Multiples—Documentation Requirements


A2.5.3 The valuation professional, at a minimum, must document in writing within the work file,
if applicable:
 The market multiples of the guideline public companies and the source of the data used. The exhibit
should include the numerators and denominators used in each multiple. Include a discussion of any
assumptions necessary for these calculations.
 The process used to select a multiple based on a consideration of all the comparative analyses
performed, and the rationale for judgments along the way. This should include, but not be limited to,
discussion of:
• the decision regarding equity versus invested capital multiples,
• the decision regarding the time frame of earnings or other metrics,
• analysis of the comparative performance measures and how it affected the selection of the
multiples applied to the subject entity,
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Selection of, and Adjustments to, Valuation Multiples—Documentation Requirements
• the comparative qualitative and quantitative analysis that affected the selection of the multiples
applied to the subject entity,
• the selection of the starting point of the multiples within the range, and
• the rationale for adjustments, if any, to the starting point multiples to determine multiples
applicable to the subject entity.
 The identification of each significant accounting difference and adjustments made, if any, for better
comparability.
 The calculation of the multiples of the entire company (if reporting units are being analyzed in a
publicly traded company) and rationale for differences in the multiples used.
 The calculation of multiples implied in a recent transaction and rationale for differences in the
multiples used.
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Selection of Guideline Public Companies or Transactions: Documentation Requirements


A2.6.3 The valuation professional, at a minimum, must document in writing within the work file,
if applicable:
 The understanding of the subject entity, including identification of which characteristics are
appropriate for selection of guideline public companies or guideline company transactions.
 The process used in the selection of the guideline public companies or guideline company
transactions, and an indication of specific criteria used in that selection. This would include the
rationale for the inclusion or exclusion of specific guideline public companies or guideline company
transactions if that selection was based on subjective factors (instead of specific criteria such as
NAICS code, transaction date, or existence of a certain level of profitability).
 The identification and description of the selected guideline public companies or guideline company
transactions.
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Discounts and Premiums—Documentation Requirements


A2.7.2 The valuation professional, at a minimum, must document in writing within the work file,
if applicable:
 The understanding of the subject company’s capital structure and concomitant rights and obligations
of, and restrictions on, each class of capital.
 The rationale for why a premium or discount, if any, is appropriate for the valuation methods of the
subject interest with proper references to supporting documentation (for example, executed
contracts, registration statements, corporate documents, state law, and so forth).
 The rationale for selection of methodology used to determine appropriate magnitude of premium or
discount.
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Discounts and Premiums—Documentation Requirements (cont’d)


A discussion of how market evidence/data is used and adjusted for application to the subject
interest.



How the discount or premium was applied to the valuation method (for example, to the equity
component of the TIC multiple, the entire multiple or value indication, income approach, and so
forth).



Identification, and description where necessary, of each significant input used to arrive at the
applied premium or discount. This should include, at a minimum:
 Resources used to determine input (for example, company specific data, commercial or
governmental databases, and so forth)
 Clear description of how inputs into a model were calculated (for example, inputs used to determine
volatility, adjustments made for survivorship bias, and so forth)
 Any other quantitative and qualitative considerations.
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End

Globalview Advisors LLC

